
   

 

 

Bank Bloomberg Place 
 
Bloomberg’s plan to build its European HQ at the junction of Walbrook and Bucklersbury in the heart of the City 
presented Asset Development with an opportunity to dovetail the interests of Londoners and the new developer 
after more than a decade of changed plans. 
 
Working with the City of London and Bloomberg, we structured an agreement that benefited all parties. The 
station shell currently being built beneath the prestigious Bloomberg Place will create a new entrance to the 
Waterloo & City line on prime City space, just metres from Cannon Street station and Walbrook Square. 
 
 



   

 

BLOOMBERG PLACE 
New entrance on prime City space in prestige development 

 
Partners:  

 

 
 
Budget 

 £58m 
 
Completion 

 2017 

Our Role 
 Developer interface 

Project management 
Interface with Bank station 
 

Outcomes 
        Improved interchange  
        SFA 
        Congestion relief 
        Heritage conservation 
 
“Bloomberg Place is a prestige project in the heart of 
the City. Collaboration with Asset Development has 
allowed us to deliver on our promises both to the 
project sponsor and to Londoners” 

Mathew Lusty, Stanhope Project Manager for 
Bloomberg 

 

 
Thinking differently 
Plans for the Walbrook area have been mooted for decades; but we  
worked with the City of London, the owner and the developers to yield  
the ideal result. We helped to minimise disruption to the busy Walbrook 
and Queen Victoria streets and secured £26m of savings by reducing 
complexity and working in sync with the developer. 

 
The project 
Bloomberg’s plan to build its European HQ at Bloomberg Place presented 
Asset Development with a strong opportunity to dovetail developer and 
London Underground interests. The key was to help unblock a City artery 
and provide congestion relief at Bank, one of London’s busiest stations 
with 98m customer journeys per year.  
 
We worked with the developer and the City of London to structure  
an agreement that would allow Bloomberg to achieve its commercial 
outcomes while also satisfying stakeholders on delivery of civic benefit.  
For London Underground, the station shell being built beneath  
the prestigious Bloomberg Place building allows us to put a new entrance 
to the Waterloo & City line on prime City space, metres from Cannon 
Street station and Walbrook Square. 
 
“It’s rare that we can develop new facilities just a stone’s throw from  
the Bank of England, particularly facilities that will directly benefit 
hundreds  of thousands of commuters,” said Steve O’Donnell, Senior 
Project Manager. 
 
Asset Development is now working with Hochtief UK, to fit out the station. 
The work includes four new escalators, two lifts and a new ticket hall, 
reinstallation of the heritage John Hutton panels and construction  
of two passenger access tunnels connecting Waterloo & City platforms  
to the Bloomberg Place entrance. The new entrance will also provide  
step-free access to the Waterloo & City line, opening to the public at  
the end of 2017. 
 

 

Highlights 

New entrance to Waterloo & City line on prime City space, just metres from Cannon St Station 

Step-Free access from the Bloomberg Place entrance to the Waterloo & City line platforms 

A vital component of congestion relief programme at Bank, one of London’s busiest stations 

Secured £26m of savings by reducing project complexity and working in sync with the developer 

 


